Let a , ß be two commuting strongly continuous one-parameter groups of isometries on a Banach space j/ with generators <5Q and <5" , and analytic elements srff , srff , respectively. Then it is easy to show that if ôa is relatively bounded by <5» , then srff Ç sAf , and in this paper we establish the inverse implication for unitary one-parameter groups on Hubert spaces and for one-parameter groups of '-automorphisms of abelian C*-algebras. It is not known in general whether the inverse implication holds or not, but it does not hold for one-parameter semigroups of contractions.
Introduction
Our intention in this paper is to examine the extent to which the analytic elements determine a strongly continuous one-parameter group of isometries on a Banach space. For example, if If, V, are two one-parameter unitary groups on the Hubert space SV with analytic elements A%?JfiA), %* (V), and generators H, K, and if U commutes with V then we prove that ß?w(U) Ç ß?JV) if and only if K is relatively bounded by H. Thus MTJfU) = X'JY) if and only if the generators are mutually relatively bounded. Similar results are proved for two continuous one-parameter groups of *-automorphisms of an abelian C* -algebra.
We also establish by examples that the situation is quite different if one only compares C°°-elements, or if one considers contraction semigroups. In particular we construct two one-parameter groups of *-automorphisms of a simple C*-algebra which commute and which have the same C°°-elements, but the generator of one group is not relatively bounded by the generator of the other. In addition we give two semigroups of contractions with the same analytic elements but with generators which are not comparable.
General groups of isometries
If q is a strongly continuous one-parameter group of isometries on a Banach space 21, with generator Sa, one many associate various classes of smooth elements with (21, a). The simplest such class is 21" = D(ô ), the domain of ôa , but in this paper we will be more concerned with the following classes: the class 21^ = n^ i-0(O °f infinitely many times differentiable elements, the subclass 21^ ç 21^ of analytic elements, i.e., elements x e 21^ such that ,.
1 ii s-n n 1/« hmsup-||oqx|| < oo, n-»oo « and finally the subclass 2Ç ç 21^ of C7-finite or geometric elements, i.e., elements x e 2t" such that oo iii r" n 1/n hmsup ||oaJr|| < oo.
n-»oo
If 2ta(AT) is the Arveson spectral subspace of 21 corresponding to the compact subset K ç R = R, then 21^. = (jK 21°(AT), where the union is over all compact subsets. (See [BR, B] for details.) Most of the implications in the following proposition are both well known and straightforward. The implication (2) => (3) has also been proved in greater generality in [GJ, N] . Our main purpose in formulating this proposition is the belief that all six conditions are equivalent. We will show that this is indeed the case in the context of Hubert spaces in §3, and in the context of groups of automorphisms on abelian C*-algebras in §4. In §5 we show that the six conditions are not equivalent to 21^ ç 21^ , even under the special assumptions in § §3 and 4. Finally we show in §6 that the results do not extend to oneparameter semigroups of contractions.
Proposition 2.1. Let a, ß be two commuting strongly continuous one-parameter groups of isometries on a Banach space 21 with generators ôa, Sß , and let a°/ = a° naf. oo oo oo
Consider the following six conditions:
for all L > 0.
( 1 )' There exist constants c, d > 0 such that limsup\\ô"(x)\\X/n <climsup\\ô"(x)\\X/n + d n-»oo n-»oo for all xe^ß.
11/» (3)' //limsup"^(l/«)||á;(x)||1/,!<oo then lim sup-||á"(x)|| <oo, n-»oo « for all xe5l^.
The following implications are valid:
Furthermore, the constants c, d occurring in (1) and (I)' can be taken to be the same, and if (2)' holds, then (1) holds with the same c, d.
Remark. We remark that conditions (2) and (2)' also imply the two equivalent conditions (2/1) D(S"ß) ÇD(ô"a), and (2«)' there exist constants c, d > 0 such that \\ona(x)\\<c\\o¡(x)\\ + d\\x\\ for all x e a^ . Here « = 2,3,4,.... This is clear from the estimates in the proof, and estimates of the form \\ômx\\<K(n,m)(\\ô"x\\ + \\x\\)
which are valid for m = 0, 1,...,« , and for ô = ôa , ô = ôß , see [RI] .
Also, if R > 0 and ( oo f wi^) = { x e ^oo > racnus of convergence of ^P -\\ô"(x)\\ I n=0 '
is greater than R > = \x e a^ ; hmsup U\ôHaxfn < (eR)~x ) ,
then it follows from the proof that (2)' implies (3)" mßJR)cmaJR/cAl/d),
and since 21^ = Ur^^wÍ^-) tms a8am implies (3).
Proof. (3) and hence the equivalence of (1) and (1)' is clear. We now prove (2)' =$■ (I)'. From (2)' it follows by iteration that
If L = +oo there is nothing to prove; if L < +00 there exists for each e > 0 a Ke such that ||«5g(x)|| < KfL + e)r for r = 0, 1,2,..., and hence
H^ll < E (") crd"-rKe(L + ef = Kfc(L + e) + d)n . Remark. The technique used in the proof of (1) => (2)' also shows that conditions (2«) and (2«)' in the remark after Proposition 2.1 are equivalent to (1), (2) and (3) 
using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. see [BGJR, Corollary 2.6] . We want to show that af, at a^ , i.e., that there exists a ip e L2(X, dp) such
that y/ is analytic for //« but not for Ha. Define y/ = e ß^t] where oo <
and Xs is tne characteristic function of Sn . Then oo .
n=0
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use is analytic for Hß . In order that \p shall be analytic for Ha , there must exist a Z e L2(x, dp) and a t > 0 s.t. \p = e~tlH"^, i.e., ii^ii2 > E -= +°°-n>Mt n Thus, for no t > 0 does there exist a ¿; e a such that \p = e a £,, and thus ip £ a° . Hence af, £ %aw, and (3) => (2)' is proved.
4. AbELIAN C* -ALGEBRAS Proposition 4.1. Adopt the assumptions of Proposition 2.1, but assume in addition that a is an abelian C*-algebra and that a and ß are one-parameter groups of * -automorphisms. Then conditions (1), (2) and (3) are all equivalent, and in turn they are equivalent to the three conditions:
(1)" There exists a constant c > 0 such that
(2)" There exists a constant c > 0 such that ||áQ(x)|| < c||á"(x)|| for all oo (3)" If sf is the flow of homeomorphisms on the spectrum Q of a defined by ß, there exists a continuous function I on £2\Q0, where Cl0 is the fixed point for S , such that I is constant on the S -orbits, I is bounded and r Kco)(oßf)(co) for co e Ci\Çi0, a lO forcoeClf for all fe%aJc% = Cf(Çi).
Furthermore, the optimal values of c in conditions (1), (I)', (I)", (2)' and (2)" are all the same, and equal to ||/||oo = sup{|/(ty)|;weQ\n0}.
Remark. Using S" = l"oß where the / is defined by (4), one shows as in the proof that each of the conditions (2«) and (2«)' in the remark after Proposition 2.1 also are equivalent to (1), (2) and (3).
Proof. Since clearly (2)" =► (2)', we only have to prove that (3) =► (2)",
(1)=*(1)"=* (2)" and (2) o (4). (3) =► (2)" . Assume that af, Q a^ . If a£ denotes the "-algebra of elements in a with compact ^-spectrum, then a£ ç af, ç a^ ç D(ôa), so by [KR, Theorem 2.3] there exists a continuous function / on Q\Q0 , which is constant on S -orbits and bounded on sets of bounded frequency, such that (SJ)(co) = l(co)(Sßfi) (co) for / in the joint core D(Sf) r\D(Sß) of Sa and Sß . From this relation it is immediate, using [BDGR, Lemma 2.7] , that Sa is ¿"-bounded if and only if Il/H^ = sup{\l(co)\ ; co e n\Q0} is bounded, and then \\Safi\\<\\!\U\oßfi\\ is the best possible bound. This, incidentally, establishes (2) o (4). To show that ||/|| is finite we will use the following. Then an element x e a is analytic for ô if and only if it is analytic for \ô\, and the two power series oo n oo « E-||5"x|| and y^-rlll^r^ll «!" " ¿^ «!. We now return to the proof of (3) =► (2)" of Proposition 4.1. Assume ad absurdum that / is unbounded, i.e., there exists a sequence con e n\i2Q such that \l(cof)\ -► oo, and we may assume that con -* \l(con)\ is strictly monotone. Put and the latter series diverges for tf > 1, « = 2, 3, ... . As ln } +oo, it follows that the series diverges for all t > 0. We conclude that g £ %am and thus a^ at 21°. This contradiction establishes that / is bounded, and (3) => (2)" follows.
In order to prove (!)=>(!)"=> (2)" we need some terminology from [BER] , or [B, Definition 2.4.17] . For co e n, let v(co) = vß(co) e [0, oo] be the frequency of co with respect to S . The function co -> v(co) is then upper semicontinuous, so the sets {co e Q ; u(co) < a} , where a e [0, oo] , are open.
Assume (1). It follows that *i=\J*fi\-L,L\)çtfp=Diôa).
L>0
Again using [KR, Theorem 2.3] there exists a continuous function / on Q\fi0 , which is constant on S -orbits and bounded on sets of bounded frequency, such that (OJ)(co) = l(co)(Sßf)(co).
Thus, the ¿7 -orbit through co is also an »Sa-orbit, unless l(co) = 0, in which case co is a fixed point for Sa, and the frequencies are related by va(oe) = l(co)vß(co). Now, consider a particular S -orbit through co with frequency 0 < vß(co) < oo. Then the orbit through co and the flow Sß restricted to this orbit is homeomorphic to T and the flow given by multiplication by e' through Similarly, if a is an abelian C*-algebra, and a, ß are one-parameter groups of '-automorphisms, it may happen that a^ = a^ even though a and ß are not mutually linearly bounded. An example [BER] is the C*-algebra of continuous functions on the unit disc in R , with ôa = r2d/dtp, dß = rxd/dtp in polar coordinates. Then ôa = r~xdß so ôa is not linearly bounded by oß . On the other hand, ||á^/|| = ||rôQ/|| < ||¿Q/|| so ôa and oß are relatively polynomially bounded, and thus a^ = a^ .
In the opposite direction, if a is prime, and ß is sufficiently "free" then all derivations ô defined on a^ are a bounded perturbation of a scalar multiple of öß , even without assuming that 6 commutes with Sß (see [B] for several examples). Thus a^ determines ô even up to more than linear estimates. The assumption of freeness is essential for this, however, and we will next investigate a simple C* -algebra and an automorphism group ß where the bounded perturbation property is not fulfilled. This example, originally investigated in [KR] , is a product type action of R (or T ) on a UHF algebra: Let M2 deoo note the algebra of complex 2x2 matrices, and let a = ®M2 be the infinite tensor product of a countable number of copies of M2. Further let a, be the one-parameter group of automorphisms of M2 implemented by the unitary group un=(l °u < \0 exp{-iXfa)t} where Xfa) e R, and let at = ®°^=x a" . Then there exists an a-invariant pure state on a, and hence any derivation S on a^ is a bounded perturbation of an invariant derivation, and thus a pregenerator, [K] , [B, Theorem 2.9.10 and Theorem 2.6.8]. The derivation is not necessarily a bounded perturbation of a scalar multiple of a generator ôa of a, however, but this is the case if Y(a) ,¿ {0}, where Y(a) is the r-spectrum of a (the intersections of the closures of the sets {y^£"Xn(a)\en = ±, 0, en = 0 except for a finite number of n > , k > 1, n=k J see [KR] In this example a" = a^ but a" g af,.
OO OO CO t^ to ■y Proof. Let M be a positive number which is so large that 1 -1 /M -1 ¡4M > 0 and N/2M < 1 where N is the constant in Lemma 2.4 of [KR] . We now choose the sequences Xk(ß) > 0, Xk(a) > 0 such that
This can be done by putting Xx(ß) = 1 and then choosing Xx(a), X2(ß), X2(a), Xfß), Xfa), ... inductively as follows: When all numbers up to Xk_x(a) have been chosen, choose Xk(ß) so large that (iv) is satisfied and such that (i) and (ii) are compatible, i.e., one can find a Xk(a) such that (i) and (ii) both can be satisfied. By possibly choosing Xk(ß) even larger, one can also assure that (hi) is satisfied for the Xk(a) chosen in an interval allowed by (i) and (ii).
Having chosen the sequences Xk(a), Xk(ß) one now derives the estimate \\oßix)\\ < C\\öa(x)\\ from (i) and (iii) exactly as in [KR, . For the other estimate, we use the same technique: Let cr* be the matrices in the « th OO factor of a = 0M2 defined by
Then any element x in ao , the infinite algebraic tensor product of the factors M2, can be written as a polynomial in o¿ , of for n = 1, 2, ... with coefficients in the fixed point algebra for a and ß, which is the tensor product of the diagonal algebras ((jj); a, b e C}, and this decomposition in monomials is just the spectral decomposition of x with respect to a or ß (here the rapid growth conditions (iii) and (iv) are essential). If x^, respectively xf , denotes the sum of those monomials which contain a factor a*, respectively cf , but no factor <t with j > « , then x* is the a-spectral component of x corresponding to the spectral interval
and xf the a-spectral component corresponding to r(1+i)w--(»-i)W.
All these intervals are disjoint because of (iii) and 1 -l/M -I ¡4M > 0, and there is an e > 0 such that the distance between any two of these intervals is greater than e . Similar remarks apply to ß . Now if x e ao, we can /»-spectrally decompose x as x = x^ + (x -x^) where the /?-spectrum of x* is contained in £-i)w.(i+¿)w' and the /?-spectrum of x -x* has distance at least e to this interval. The same remark applies to the decomposition Sßix) = SßiX+n) + Sßix -X+n) ■ By Lemma 2.5 of [KR] there exists a C, only depending on e , such that ¥ßix+)\\ < C\\6ß(x)\\ and by Lemma 2.4 of [KR] , \\Sßix+n)-iKiß)x+"\\<N^nkn(ß)\\x+n\\. Combining these two estimates, we find \\Sß(x)\\>Xn(ß)C-l(l-^)\\x+n\\.
Applying this estimate on Sß(x) instead of x we get \\SJ(x)\\>Xn(ß)C-l(l-^\\oß(x)+J, but as Sß(x)+n = oß(x+n) and (x+)+ = x+ we get ll¿J(*)ll > Kiß)2c~2 (i -¿) K+ll.
On the other hand, applying Lemma 2.4 of [KR] to Sa , and using the fact that the a-spectrum of x* is contained in [-J2"k=\^kia) > Yl"k=\^kia)]> we tnen find ll*.(*í)ll<^í¿^(a))ll*íl|.
Combining these two estimates, and using (ii), we next obtain ii^:)ii<c2(i-¿)"^^^ii^wii This estimate is now valid for x e ao, but as ao is invariant under ß, and even under exp(?<L), it follows that ao is a core for Sß [BR, Corollary 3.1.7] .
Hence the above estimate extends by continuity to x e D(ôl). This establishes the estimates of Example 5.2. Since lim (Xn(a)/X"(ß)) = +00 n-»oo ' by (i), it is clear that we cannot have a linear estimate of the form \\aa(x)\\<K(\\Sß(x)\\ + \\x\\) (in fact, Sa(tr*) = iXn(a)o^ , öß(o*) = iXn(ß)a"). Furthermore, since Sa and öß commute strongly, the joint C°°-vectors for a and ß, a^ , is a joint core for ô" and Sß for all « , and for x e a^Jß \\S2ß(x)\\ < C\\Saoßx\\ = C\\ößSax\\ < C2\\S2ax\\
and by induction, ||<S;(x)|| < C||^(x)||. Similarly, ||áa"(x)|| < Cn\\ôf(x)\\, and from these two estimates it is clear that a^ = a^ . Also, if x is analytic for a, x is analytic for ß by Proposition 2.1, a^ C 21^ . The other estimate above implies that analytic elements for ß are merely semianalytic for a, and by an explicit calculation one can construct an element x = J2n>\ cn°t wmch is analytic for ß , but not for a. This finishes the proof of the statements of Example 5.2.
One-parameter semigroups of contractions
We now return to the situation considered in Lemma 4.2. The following example shows that Proposition 2.1 does not extend to the setting of contraction semigroups.
Example 6.1. Let a = C0(R) and ô = d/dx . Then ô is not linearly bounded by |<?|, and |<5| is not linearly bounded by ô , even though ô and \ô\ have the same analytic elements.
Proof. The operator ô generates the one-parameter groups of * -automorphisms given by (e'sfi)(s) = f(s + t), and / e D(S) if and only if the derivative f exists and f e C0(R) [B, Lemma 2.4.3] . We then have (e^f)(s)=t-r -^-2fi(s + u).
n J-oo t + U Now, let f(t) = \t\g(t) for |i| < 1, where g\t)= ,, )l|1+e, S(0) = 0 'I log Ml and 0 < e < 1, and extend g so that g is C°° with compact support outside [-1, 1] , and g(t) = g(-t). This choice of g ensures that /0 g'(t)dt < +co so that g is well-defined and continuous, • i \logt\g'(t)dt = oo Jo 'a which we will use to show that / ^ Z)(|¿|), and At) = |jr*(0 + \t\g\t) ^q so that f is continuous at t = 0. There is a final somewhat different example of two contraction semigroups whose generators have distinct domains but their C°°-elements coincide, and in addition their analytic elements coincide. This example is constructed with the aid of two Laplacians, AQ , A", defined on C^°(R ). These Laplacians are defined with respect to distinct coordinate bases. Now the closures, Aa, Aß , of these operators generate continuous contraction semigroups Sa, Sß, on C0(R ), but since there is no universal estimate R.0/H«, <C(\\aj\\ + uni) for all / e C0°°(Rd) (see [O] for some t > 0, where || • \\2n denotes the C0"-norm. This latter identification can be obtained by the use of Lipschitz space estimates as in §6 of [R2] .
